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Draft resolution CA18 170127 approving the specific proposal PP-104 for the expansion of the main building 
at 4818 chemin de la Côte-des-Neiges, under the By-law on specific construction, alteration or occupancy 
proposals for an immovable (RCA02 17017). 
 
Draft by-law RCA18 17297 amending the Urban planning by-law for Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce 
borough (01-276); the By-law concerning the demolition of immovables (RCA02 17009); the By-law 
concerning fences and hedges with respect to the Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (c. C-5); 
the By-law concerning cadastral operations with respect to the Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce 
borough (c. O-1); the By-law concerning site architecture and planning programs of the Côte-des-Neiges–
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (RCA07 17121); and the By-law concerning conditional uses (RCA06 17097); 
to replace Schedule A of the Urban planning by-law for Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (01-
276) and integrate grids of uses and specifications into it; the draft by-law is presented in the decision 
support report. 
 

 
 

AGENDA 
 

 
1. Opening of the assembly 
 
2. Presentation by Ms Dominique Turcotte, conseillère en aménagement, of draft resolution CA18 170127 

approving the specific proposal PP-104 for the expansion of the main building at 4818 chemin de la Côte-
des-Neiges, under the By-law on specific construction, alteration or occupancy proposals for an immovable 
(RCA02 17017). 

 
3. Presentation of the referendum process  
 
4. Public question and comment period 
 
5. Presentation by Mr Sébastien Manseau, conseiller en aménagement, of draft by-law RCA18 17297 

amending the Urban planning by-law for Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (01-276); the By-
law concerning the demolition of immovables (RCA02 17009); the By-law concerning fences and hedges with 
respect to the Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (c. C-5); the By-law concerning cadastral 
operations with respect to the Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (c. O-1); the By-law 
concerning site architecture and planning programs of the Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough 
(RCA07 17121); and the By-law concerning conditional uses (RCA06 17097); to replace Schedule A of the 
Urban planning by-law for Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough (01-276) and integrate grids of 
uses and specifications into it; the draft by-law is presented in the decision support report. 

 
6. Public question and comment period  
 
7. End of the assembly 

_____________________________________ 


